
June has been a great month with the amount of races I was able to do. My strength is really 

beginning to show with the amount of attacks I am able to initiate and how I was able to bridge 

across to numerus breaks within one race if I had missed a move. Unfortunately I still have to learn 

to read the races as I tend to be completely spent by the finishing sprint with how much work I have 

done in the race. But that will come, I’m just happy the strength is there (and hopefully some results 

start to come now as well).  

Talking with my coach, I also have no regrets with how I’ve ridden the races. I really really enjoy bike 

racing and I’m not a rider that would be suited to a bunch sprint finish, so it makes sense for me to 

put my efforts towards trying to get away. The best part about that sort of racing as well is that it’s 

not boring at all! You don’t just roll round, hope it finishes as a sprint, and show your face 100m to 

go. Maybe I’m not the most ‘race smart’ rider yet, but I am loving the racing and the results will 

come as I learn more every race. 

Unfortunately what was looking to be my best UCI result at Spar Flanders Diamond Tour became a 

DNF when I crashed. The crash itself wasn’t bad but it loosened my headset which caused my out-

front Garmin mount to rattle and Garmin to fly out at some point between crashing and getting back 

on and riding for a bit. The reality of the gap between the levels of the teams I was competing with 

began to set in. A lot of the pro teams have a computer sponsor who for the most part can replace 

damaged sets from racing etc. After riding for a bit I realised it would be most of a month’s rent to 

replace the Garmin and so swiftly ditched the bike at the side of the road and ran in the opposite 

direction of the race screaming ‘I’ve lost my Garmin’ to all the spectators. My team car passed with 

my manager thinking I’d crashed so bad I was concussed and couldn’t find my bike, I sent him and 

the mechanic to my bike to fix with the idea I found my Garmin quickly and could hop back on and 

go. It obviously didn’t happen like that, eventually a kind bystander returned my computer to me 

and I then realised just how far I had run up the road to find it, over some seriously mental good old 

fashioned classic cobbles. By the time I reached my bike and the team car, the whole entire race 

convoy had passed and my bike was on the roof rack, but at least I didn’t have to spend valuable 

race entry/food/rent money on a new Garmin (it did break in the end but because I have the broken 

model Garmin are replacing it for just £68!). Ironically my worst injury of the day was a sprained 

ankle from running on cobbles in my cleats.  

 

After a great 3 weeks of lots of great racing in Belgium I returned to the UK to discover some rather 

shocking news in that I was diagnosed with diabetes. It felt like another huge set back in a season 

where I wanted to take time to really focus on my bike racing, train hard and get results but after 

serious knee injuries and numerous crashes, it really sucked to say the least. At least with injury and 

crashes you can dust yourself off and say ‘that’s just bike racing’ and move on, this wasn’t the case 

and it slowly hit me hard what it all meant. It is a relief however as looking back at times I have 

‘bonked’ in races, I was likely hypoglycaemic.  

There have been races where I physically have been unable to dismount my bike and have simply 

fallen off, unable to see straight (as if looking down a blurred tunnel) and just lay on the ground 

sweating and shaking and 3 fantas later, have just about started feeling ok. I now know the issue and 

I can work on it. It will take a lot of learning and it is quite overwhelming as the doctors explained to 

me how it’s one of the only conditions that is so unpredictable due to it being affected by literally 

everything you do: sleep, exercise, weather, every meal and snack, mood, everything. It’s a long road 

of learning but at least I’m on it now. My health will come first and I will be taking this seriously but 

the 30th of June I am back to Belgium until the end of September. Despite all this, I think it will be 

good for me to get back over and completely immerse myself in racing and training and remember 



that I do it all because I love it. Being at home the last week of June and doing a few shifts at work 

and training, whilst trying to digest all this new information, but also trying not to dwell on the base 

training I don’t have and early season I missed out on, has been so overwhelming and difficult. My 

head has struggled to stay ‘in it’.  

Half way through 2018 and it’s been a tough year, but I just have to think how much I can improve 

now that the causes of my injuries have been targeted and now I can have the chance to learn how 

to control my diabetes and manage it. Really excited to just get stuck in and enjoy myself. Absolutely 

not giving in any time soon. 

 


